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We are grateful...
We are grateful to Bread for the World/eed, Germany, Oxfam, Coastal Resource Centre of the University
of Rhode Island and UHURU Verein fuer Projekthilfe/ Mainz Germany for their financial support to
our programs. We also thank BBC Action Media and UNESCO for assisting Radio Pangani FM through
mentorship and training.
We give thanks to the following institutions and individuals who have supported our work in 2012 in one way
or another:
v Pangani District Council which collaborated through sharing field staff and participating in numerous
events.
v Antiquities Division and World Monument Fund who shared concepts and supported UZIKWASA
Culture and Heritage promotion activities and program development.
v EASUN Arusha who accompanied us in various leadership development activities, provided training
to senior managers in facilitation of organizational development processes and coaching to members
of the team.
v Marco Tibasima for his friendship and contributions to UZIKWASA art works and design.
v Karen Moon and Jeremy Cross for volunteering to support the development of the new UZIKWASA
model intervention for community driven culture and heritage promotion “Our heritage belongs to
us”.
v Jeremy Cross for his great commitment to UZIKWASA and his continuous technical contributions
towards further strengthening our Culture program.
v Valerie Goulet for carrying out the baseline study on the value of culture heritage for Pangani
communities.
v Paul Lane for his contribution to the new UZIKWASA Culture and Heritage program
v Stephen Battle for his valuable comments during the development of the Culture and Heritage
program.
v Professor Mapunda for his trust to work with UZIKWASA in the area of community driven Culture and
Heritage promotion.
v Dr. Nicola Desmond for long years of research capacity building to the the UZIKWASA team and
support in the development and testing of innovative behavioral impact monitoring approaches.
v Abel Masedwane for his technical support to Administration and Finance and his commitment in
helping UZIKWASA systems to meet growing demands.
v Board members for their time and commitment to UZIKWASA management and programs.
v Staff and volunteers whose hard work, excitement and creativeness make UZIKWASA a unique place
where innovative model interventions for empowerment of rural communities are being developed,
tested, adjusted and further improved.

Our heartfelt thanks go to the people of Pangani for their trust walking with us on an often
stony path towards making change happen.
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From the Chair
2012 took us on an exciting journey of new interventions
coming to life, and others taking new directions. Our
approach, based on knowledge and reflection ensures
that we are continually responding to the changing
needs of our communities. The fundamental purpose of
all our work remains the same: assisting Pangani people
and their leaders to listen, be heard and develop the
courage for self-reflection and true engagement to make
real change happen.
We are conscious that this is only possible if our UZIKWASA
team mirrors the process of reflective learning we seek to
facilitate amongst the communities we serve. This requires
much personal strength and determination to move
forward through stepping back, reflecting on ourselves and
be ready to see our own questions. This process makes us
stronger and able to step more firmly on the stony path of
transformation and change.
In 2013 let us continue on this path so that we, our partners
and the people of Pangani leave visible footprints in the
development and transformation of our District.

The best is yet to come!
Dr. W. Mwengee
Chairperson.
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2012 Highlights
This report covers UZIKWASA’s activities implemented from January to December 2012.
Approaching the end of our current strategic plan (2009-2013) in 2012, we have seen our programs growing
closer together, complementing each other and creating synergy. The new strategic plan starting in 2014 will
take this further with the programs HIV/AIDS, Gender and Transformative Leadership, Communication and
Partnership Building, and Culture moving towards one integrated UZIKWASA program. This process has been
strengthened by Pangani FM that increasingly functions as a link between our programs by reinforcing content
and providing a platform for community feedback to our interventions. Similarly, organizational development
efforts have helped our staff to become one strong and committed team that is willing to undergo the
same transformative processes that it facilitates to members of Pangani communities. Particularly in the area
of leadership development and fostering commitment, the year has brought remarkable innovations that
positively impacted on UZIKWASA staff and community leaders alike.
Having succeeded in securing funding from eed Germany for another three years, phase II of the Behavior
Change Communication Campaign “Banja Bas, Halafu?” began in July 2012. Building on the success of Phase
I, which supported communities to speak up and openly discuss their development challenges, the focus
of phase II will be on promoting self-reflection and asking critical questions with regards to people’s self
awareness and how each community member can make a personal contribution to change. This process is
reinforced by our leadership interventions with its new focus on reflective leadership workshops and coaching
exercises of the larger village leadership coalitions (extended Village Multi-Sectoral AIDS Committees, VMACs).
The UZIKWASA Culture Program has taken a big step forward by successfully submitting a concept paper to
the European Union. The paper “Our Heritage Belongs to Us” focuses on developing a model approach for
community driven Culture and Heritage Promotion in Pangani District. We were thrilled to learn that the EU
evaluation team accepted the paper in October 2012 and UZIKWASA was invited to submit a full proposal by
January 14th, 2013. We shall keep our fingers crossed!
Two senior managers participated in a three-module course for facilitation of organizational development
(FOD) with EASUN in Arusha. Through regular “back home projects” with the rest of the team, the training
has had a huge impact on the entire organization and has helped us to stay focused on our path towards
becoming a self-aware learning organization.
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Programs
HIV/AIDS, Gender and Transformative Leadership
This program evolved from the previous HIV/AIDS and Community Health Program and its success in
facilitating bottom-up HIV/AIDS planning, implementation and monitoring in the entire district. Given the
challenges and lessons with regards to village performance and gender responsiveness of existing village HIV/
AIDS plans, since November 2011 the program has increased its focus on promoting effective and gender
responsive leadership in our villages. In line with the requirements stipulated in the UZIKWASA framework
for effective and responsible leadership, this leadership program is about building technical and process
capacity; promoting stakeholder coalition dialogue; and, in synergy with the Banja Bas communication
campaign, fostering community dialogue (pressure from below). Most critical for lasting success in leadership
development however is the presence of personal commitment and self awareness among our leaders. In
response to this need, a model approach for delivering reflective workshops to village leadership coalitions
was developed and piloted in 2012. In addition, a total of 8 villages participated in a process of promoting
gender-awareness (engendering) their existing village HIV/AIDS plans. They also reviewed and updated the
plans to address the leadership challenges that have surfaced during the engendering process.

Case study: A woman speaks up!
In Mikinguni village women are often not taken seriously especially when it comes to raising their voices
in public. Program and radio staffattended a village meeting during which the rising problem of invading
pastoralists with their cattle was discussed. A woman who was personally affected by this problem raised
her hand trying to contribute to the discussion and explain her case. Despite her manyattempts to speak, the
village chair did not give her a chance, rather he forced her to sit down and be quiet. The woman thenbecame
very angry and decided to stand up and shout very loudly demanding her right to speak. She threatened
that she would report the village authorities to the District Commissioner if they would continue to silence
her. The woman’s persistence not only assured that she was listened to, but became a role model for other
women in the village who were encouraged to stand up for their rights.

Village Multi-sectoral HIV/AIDS Committees (VMACs) were expanded to achieve a wider representation of
influential village leaders. Villagers selected additional members from among themselves, increasing the
number of committee members to 30 people. These new village leadership coalitions have started operating
in all 33 villages and some of them have already shown a remarkable level of pro-activeness and accountability
in pursuing the village development agenda. All leadership coalitions were oriented on previous VMACs
activities including bottom-up HIV/AIDS planning and how concepts of gender and transformative leadership
can respond to their respective village needs. They, together with PANGANI stakeholder network members
(PANGANET), were also trained in civic rights including gender rights, gender and HIV budgeting, and public
expenditure tracking.
Personal commitment and self-awareness of leaders is an important component of the overall leadership
development program of UZIKWASA, which has four (4) components, including “community dialogues
(pressure from below)”, “technical and process capacity” and “stakeholder coalition dialogue”—all leading to
“effective and responsible leadership”. The challenge, perceived by our team in the design of specific learning
processes, was to develop interventions that go deep enough to be able to achieve lasting commitment among
community leaders.
With our partner EASUN Arusha who have been supporting us in shaping our organizational and leadership
development interventions for the past 2 years, a methodology for reflective leadership workshops was
developed. In November 2012 the first reflective leadership workshop was piloted for members of the village
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leadership coalition of Mzambarauni village. In the workshop EASUN took mostly a backstopping role and
supported UZIKWASA staff to facilitate the learning activities.
The training was very powerful and enabled Mzambarauni leaders to explore and work on their personal
questions in-depth. The leaders were able to feel and internalize a moral responsibility and values that come
with leadership commitment.
The new learning was shared by 10 women and 6 men at the Mzambarauni Leadership workshop:

Some of the new learning shared by Mzambarauni leaders
Ø This is the first leadership training I have attended since I was elected VMAC member. Since
yesterday, I learnt and am beginning to work with my feelings consciously through listening to
different people rather than my thoughts alone. With increasing awareness of myself as a leader,
my fear of leadership has gone down by the end of day 1 of the workshop.
Ø I learnt that the success of a leader in the village situation depends on the extent to which they are
able to facilitate the participation of others, particularly through seeking the views of people with
diverse experiences.
Ø I learnt that the critical qualities that will enable me to promote peoples rights, in my role as a
hamlet chairperson and VMAC member are skills and commitment to listen to the views of others.
Ø I learnt that I need to listen effectively when resolving conflict in order to make decisions that
reflect the rights of all. I also see this as a challenge to local government officials who just sit in their
offices rather than visiting villages to respond to people’s needs.
Ø I have new awareness and confidence that I am a leader through my membership in the VMAC. The
lessons from yesterday built my confidence to speak.

The higher proportion of women (62%) sharing their new learning compared to men demonstrated that the
facilitated learning process strengthened women’s ability to play an active role in the deliberations. Shifts in
self-awareness highlighted by both women and men included: 1) feeling more confident and 2) becoming
more aware that they are leaders in the different forums or consultative mechanisms that they are part of,
such as VMACS.
In sharing experiences, participants specifically mentioned excitement and enthusiasm in the learning process,
as well as commitment to take the new learning further, for instance speaking up more often in VMAC meetings
and in family situations. Women, in particular, said this. The workshop ended with participants defining the
changes they wish to implement and see in their village. They talked about encouraging participation of all
people, having leaders who are more humble, and creating a community that is able to participate in all
development activities.
Participants also talked about taking more responsibility, being more honest, keeping promises made and
implementing agreed activities. In the area of promoting unity, leaders expressed their wish to work with all
community groups to foster mutual understanding and counteract conflicts. Fighting the misuse of public
funds was also highlighted.
In the end, however, he change mentioned most frequently by participants was that leaders need to be
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willing to listen. Once this is achieved, trust and mutual respect among people will increase, and self-reflection
will be promoted. In 2013 five additional village coalitions will participate in such workshops, and UZIKWASA
will support this work with continued coaching and mentoring during the year, including using a coaching
approach developed with EASUN.

UZIKWASA – A place for learning and sharing
After having
worked on my own question I
now feel confident to assist
community leaders to see their
question. So what
we did was..........

Amazing!
So this is how we
achieve leadership
commitment?

Yes, this is
very exciting! The
challenge now is to
develop a strong
leadership coaching
approach.

UZIKWASA’s work and its unique community driven approaches have attracted a lot of interest in 2012.
Several organizations visited us, along with students from University of Dodoma, Tengeru, Buhare, Monduli,
College of Business Education Dar es Salaam, School of Journalism Dar es Salaam, and a Master’s Student of
Economics and Public Administration of University of Rennes, France.
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In May 2012 EASUN approached UZIKWASA to reflect on a case study from Jaira village that we had shared
with them some time back. EASUN wished to have a closer look at the Jaira story in the context of its own
“Civil Society at Crossroads” study. In a joint workshop on the leadership challenges from Jaira village with
a stuck leadership situations both partners learned valuable lessons: UZIKWASA realized the role it can play
to address such challenges and EASUN explored ways of providing support to UZIKWASA in facilitating its role
in leadership development among Pangani communities.
EASUN concluded1: “From a change management point of view, unacknowledged values influencing what is
considered to be the good “product” can easily hinder any possibilities of change from below. Such thoughts
have brought about a new twist in UZIKWASA’s strategic thinking, in which it is raising important questions
with regard to its facilitation of community development and, in particular, leadership development. On the
other hand, UZIKWASA has expressed its realization that values, quite often, become a source of judgment and
control. This is also the case in development cooperation today, where harvesting of results is presupposed
to be a clinical planning activity while, in reality, the designation of results to be harvested is normally imbued
with values of activists, international NGOs, donors, as well as intermediary local NGOs whose own survival
depends on appeasing such powerful forces.”
Lessons from this joint learning process with EASUN continue to shape UZIKWASA’s methodologies for
reflective leadership workshops and leadership coaching approaches in Pangani communities. The lessons
also impact on the UZIKWASA team and its organizational development efforts. (See also section on
Organizational Development and Sustainability, below). Several joint interventions with EASUN will continue
throughout 2013 and 2014. For EASUN, a major benefit of partnering with UZIKWASA is to be able to take
organizational development to the grassroots and explore how to support civil society organizations in this
endeavor.

Communications and Partnership Building
In July 2012, Phase 1 of the “Banja Bas- Kwani Uongo!” Behaviour Change communication campaign came
to a successful end. This innovative, rural multi-media campaign encouraged communities to speak up
and interact with each other through a range of coordinated participatory communication efforts such as
serialized ‘theatre for development’ shows and accompanying comic books (Varangati 1,2,3); mobile video
and film shows; public debates; and, interactive radio programs including a 20-episode radio drama. The
radio drama was aired by UZIKWASA’s own community radio station Pangani FM.
Phase 1 of “Banja Bas, Kwani Uongo!” achieved its main goal through empowering Panganians, many of
whom now speak up and are able to discuss their problems and development challenges openly and
without fear. During Phase I , we observed that although empowerment represents a big achievement, it
also came with challenges: very often speaking up was coupled with blame. Blaming others, blaming the
government or blaming the leaders in general has become a common phenomenon, requiring a shift in
campaign content and messages. Speaking up and blaming others was a necessary milestone on the path
to change. But blaming alone is not likely to affect real and sustainable change. True transformation on a
personal level calls for a process of self-reflection. Therefore, the new question will be: how can we promote
self-reflection and even deeper involvement of each community member on a personal level? This includes
among parents, young people, teachers and leaders to mobilize active engagement for change. Since July
2012 the new campaign slogan has been: “Banja bas, Halafu?”2

1 “There may be a problem on your wedding day!” A teenage school girl encounters the wisdom of a village patriarchical system, EASUN, Arusha, 2012.
2 Halafu? - What next?
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The case study in pictures below illustrates this shift to focus on action.

Je, ningebweteka?
KAKA
SIKILIZA! MAMBO YA
HUKU MAZITO!
OHOO!

huku kila mtu
anaangalia mambo
yake. watoto wenyewe
hawaambiliki. viongozi
wenyewe ndo kabisa
hawasaidii, wananyamaza
tu!

ahhaa! haya
mambo tunayafuga wenyewe.
viongozi wanayaona mambo
wananyamaza kwa vile hayahusu
familia zao. tunafanya nini kama
uongozi hautupi
ushirikiano?
kweli kabisa anavyosema.
mwenyewe huyu mjukuu wangu aliniambia hataki shule
nimempeleka hadi kwa waalimu akaadhibiwe mbele yangu.
ningebweteka niwaachie viongozi
leo hii si ningeumbuka?

hapa tunazungukana
na kuficha ukweli kwa kutupiana
lawama, viongozi hawawezi
kuwarekebisha watoto wetu kama
sisi wenyewe hatutimizi wajibu
wetu kama wazazi!

sawa
kabisa!

yuko
wapi huyo
mtoto?

yule pale mwenye
fulana yenye mistari
nyeupe na bluu!

hiyo
utanunulia
madaftari na kalamu.
lengo tunataka usome
kwa ajili ya maisha
bora ya kwako na jamii
inayokuzunguka.
sawa?

huyu hapa mjukuu
wangu nitapigana kufa
na kupona asome.

habari
ndo hiyo sasa
tuamke wazazi!

mh!
shughuli sasa
imeanza
tutakoma!
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Monitoring and Evaluation
Since July 2012, monitoring and evaluation (M&E) has become an increasingly important focus. This
is particularly true given that a fully fledged campaign with all communication channels has been
operational for a sufficient period of time to show results.
The program monitoring system involves process and impact monitoring. Process monitoring focuses on
tracking the implementation of planned activities and documenting all processes to make sure that the
program adapts campaign content and shift direction as required. A good example is the above mentioned
campaign focused on empowering communities to speak up. After realizing that this has been achieved
and “the blame stage” has begun, a more reflective approach was adopted to facilitate self- reflection
among community members. The program team makes sure that all processes are captured, shared and
analyzed and appropriate programmatic action taken as the need arises. Regular stakeholder meetings
and active involvement of all players in the District contribute to this process by providing continuous
feedback for re-planning the campaign content to ensure relevance.
Impact monitoring using community diaries focuses on longitudinal tracking of trends in attitudes. It
acknowledges that behaviour change first requires a change in attitude, and that social and community
norms affect individual behavior. The diary study findings are triangulated with qualitative data from
other sources such as case studies and with results from SPAR (Serial Participatory Action Research). The
SPAR research started in 2012 and involved a diverse groups of villagers from all ages and walks of life.
An additional source of data is community feedback to interactive radio programs through SMS (cell phone
messaging) and call-ins. Since the beginning of Phase II, Pangani FM has become an important monitoring
tool for community feedback to the Banja Bas campaign and to the entire UZIKWASA program. In addition,
for Banja Bas (Phase II), quantitative information will also be collected and baseline data established
in line with the newly defined indicators for quantitative information. All these data will contribute to
the pool of information that will finally establish impact. Some examples are a decreased prevalence of
school drop outs for boys and girls, average age of marriage among (Islamic) women increased by 20% ,
the number of sexual violence and abuse cases followed up by local leaders increased, and the number
of individuals exerting their gender rights3 increased.
Visible changes in behavior are numerous. Girls increasingly respond to sexual violence and abuse by
going public and taking action; leaders have started to support (female) students through provision
of convenient and nearby venues for tuition classes; and in some villages parents work together with
school authorities and village leadership to put in place systems that prevent pupils from absconding
and to ensure children attend school. We have also seen examples of villagers demanding that their
leaders follow up on cases of early forced marriage, and people, especially men, increasingly engaging in
agriculture4.
Documenting and Sharing Lessons
For quite some time we have been trying to raise funds for a thorough documentation of our lessons
and unique approaches, how they are integrated, and how they complement each other. We are very
happy that funds were made available by University of Rhode Island/ PEPFAR for this purpose and we are
looking forward to 2013 when our Good Practice Documentation will finally happen.

3 Examples: right to own land, speak in public, inheritance rights, right of education, right to hold a leadership position.
4 Neglect of agriculture” and “men reluctant to work” have been campaign themes since 2009, because both behaviours have contributed to the
burden of Pangani women who used to farm alone, while their husbands spend a lot of their time idle or in drinking places.
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Launching BBC Phase II - Banja Bas…..Halafu?
A three days planning workshop with key stakeholders in August 2012 outlined the new campaign direction
and guided development of new messages. This was followed by intensive preparation work including the
production of a new theatre play “Halafu”, the corresponding comic book “Halafu”, the production of 4
new posters and new radio and video spots. On December 19, 2012 “ Banja Bas! …..Halafu?” was launched
with a big bang at the open air stage of the historic Boma in Pangani. More than 5000 people from the
district participated in the colourful event and enjoyed the cultural program with artists from within and
outside Pangani. As always, Vitalis Maembe enchanted the audience with the “Halafu” song,accompanied
by Pangani children. The showing of UZIKWASA’s play “Wosia wa Bibi- Grandmother’s Last Will” greatly
touched Panganians and the new “Halafu” play set the tone for the years to come.
During the launching ceremony 10 Pangani youths were awarded for their outstanding performance in a
writing competition on how they relate the campaign themes to their daily lives. In his key note address the
District Executive Director appreciated the visible achievements of Banja Bas! during the past 3 years and
he welcomed Phase II with great anticipation. Panganians stayed until late at night and it was difficult for
program staff to convince people that it was time to go home!

Left: Communications program manager Abdullah Mfuruki addressing Pangani audience.
Right: District Executive Director presenting “Cheti” to Onyo Kali Theatre Group Stahabu.

District Executive Director Rashid Neneka has just launched “Banja bas! …Halafu? “
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Pangani FM
Throughout 2012 our community radio has been playing an increasingly important role in promoting
UZIKWASA programs as well as in supporting other development initiatives. An example is the Haba na
Haba Program series on local governance issues which was produced supported by BBC Action Media. The
collaboration between Pangani FM and BBC AM has been of great benefit for radio staff and volunteers
who obtained regular training and mentorship in professional radio programming, news production and
principles of radio journalism in general.
FM was also invited by UNESCO to participate in a training program for community radio stations. Since
August 2012 Pangani FM has been working with UNESCO in this SIDA funded initiative “Empowering local
radios in ICT”. With the growing recognition of community radios as a means to connect rural communities
with each other and the rest of the world, Pangani FM is frequently approached by institutions who express
their interest in working with us in development of radio programs. This is encouraging but also a challenge.
It is important for us to keep focused and carefully select partners to ensure that any new partnership is fully
in line with our own strategic vision.
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Culture
Our Heritage belongs to us! – Working towards community led culture and heritage promotion in Pangani.
“If real development is to take place, the people have to be involved.” Nyerere 1973.
The Father of the Nation said these words almost 40 years ago, long before community participation
and concepts of ownership and empowerment became acknowledged pre-requisites for the design of
effective development programs. He said it at a time when top-down approaches were still dominating the
development scene with little input or participation of the people themselves.
Even if he had said these words today, Mwalimu would still be ahead of his time at least as far as the
role of culture in community development is concerned. Culture and heritage in Tanzania has often been
considered as a mere means for attracting tourism that is expected to bring economic development. Not
much has been said about the potential role of culture for generating social identity, pride and a sense
of belonging. Nor has culture awareness and understanding of other people’s culture been given much
importance for creating tolerance and peaceful co-existence among diverse ethnic groups.
Responding to the need of convincing local approaches that promote culture for people’s own development,
during 2012 UZIKWASA has been working on the development of a new program that can assist the people
of Pangani to re-claim and fully own their cultural heritage.
In June 2012 a baseline survey on Pangani peoples’ perception of their heritage was completed and
community views obtained through our radio program “Urithi wa Pangani”. During a brainstorming
workshop in June 2012 our team agreed about the main concept for our new culture program. A concept
paper was written and submitted to the EU in September 2012. Two months later we were thrilled to hear
that we succeeded in this first round and we were invited to submit a full proposal.
During the following two months of very hard work the full proposal was put together with input from a
wide range of stakeholders and partners. The proposal was titled “Our Heritage Belongs to Us! A model
approach for community driven culture & heritage promotion in Pangani District.

Key components include:
1. Community Participatory Culture & Heritage Action Planning to assist Pangani people to identify and use
existing resources and opportunities related to their culture and heritage for their benefit and development.
The participatory planning process is expected to contribute to people’s social wellbeing through creating
deeper understanding and tolerance between all ethnic groups in Pangani District. It will also inform
the knowledge base that will be documented and disseminated through exhibits in the planned Heritage
Resource Centre with proto-museum displays to be located in the Boma building.
2. Knowledge collection and sharing including research that will cover indigenous knowledge of local culture,
oral history and traditions, inventorying of handicrafts skills and traditions and archaeological and archival
research leading to the creation of a publicly accessible archive. Communities will be actively involved in the
activities including archaeological research.
3. Physical conservation of three key historic buildings in Pangani town for community use. This will also
include skills training for local artisans in traditional building techniques. The buildings earmarked are the
Boma the primary sites of historical and architectural significance in the town, the Education building and
the Rehema-Bwanga house. The restored Bwanga house building will provide a home for the handicraft
centre and that will work with local artisans to develop production of quality and marketable cultural goods
on a commercially viable basis.
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4. Comprehensive impact monitoring and ensuring long-term sustainability is given appropriate profile and
priority in order that learning from a community-led project is captured and informs future actions both in
Pangani and in the country as a whole.
With this strong and comprehensive proposal now in place, we are confident that we will be able to generate
the resources needed and pursue the dream that Pangani communities will eventually have the chance to
use their heritage to build a bright future for themselves.

I never thought
that I could get income
from restoring and
using again my antique
house.

learning about
other people’s culture
and traditions will help
us to live in peace and
harmony.

Cool, and I will
become a specialist
fundi and help my
dad and other people
to restore their old
houses.
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Organizational Development and Sustainability
Training in facilitation of organizational development
Two senior managers attended an intensive course in Facilitation of Organizational Development (FOD) in
Arusha. This three module course was particularly designed for NGOs and CSOs to enable their staff to
facilitate organizational diagnosis and manage resistance in the development and change processes. During
the course, our staff developed team building skills, got to know their own leadership questions and learned
how to facilitate organizational development processes. The training had a tremendous positive effect on
the organization because new skills were applied immediately in several workshops (“back home projects”)
where the entire UZIKWASA team participated in practical exercises and reflections. The three module course
stretches over one year and will end early 2013.
Human resource management training and HR policy review
In October 2012 we requested professional support in strengthening our Management and Administration
staff capacity in effective human resource management.
This involved a two-day workshop with staff aiming at developing shared understanding of the principles and
practices of Human Resources Management (HRM) in the light of organizational learning. A key workshop
output was a documentation of each Individual staffs’ learning and their individual commitments towards
strengthening HRM in UZIKWASA in future. The workshop was followed by a review of our current Human
resource management systems and a review and update of our staff manual. The exercise also included
personal coaching of managers to support them in reflecting on their individual management challenges and
finding solutions.
Board and Management meeting BBC Action Media
UZIKWASA board members and management attended a meeting with BBC AM to discuss issues of radio
ownership, professionalism and policy issues essential for running a radio station.
Radio policy
Radio and program staff met in January 2012 to collectively develop a policy for Pangani FM. After incorporating
board members comments and professional input from BBC AM, the policy was presented and approved at
the Board meeting in February 2012.
Special Board Committee
Responding to the demands of our growing organization and the increasing number and complexity of
governance tasks the Board established a working group that will be able to meet ad hoc and address urgent
issues. The presence of this special committee is expected to increase efficiency of UZIKWASA governance
bodies through swiftly addressing urgent technical and organizational matters. Among the new committees’
responsibility is to provide assistance to the management in relation to systems improvements, policy
formulation and financial and organizational sustainability.
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Conclusion
This report has provided an overview of UZIKWASA’s work in 2012. We have illustrated achievements in
facilitating transformation through processes that foster open community dialogue alongside self-reflection
and self-awareness. Our work, as always, is embedded in the ethos to dig deep not wide, recognizing the
complexity of the social context in which we work and the nature of the transformation process with
which we have been involved. With a dynamic M&E system designed to capture this complexity, obtaining
regular feedback from the people we work with, we have been able to ensure the ongoing relevance of our
interventions through tracking new developments and adjusting our approaches accordingly.
Challenges and developments in 2012 have raised new questions for the coming years: how can we continue
to ‘dig deep’ and at the same time effectively manage the inevitable growth of the organization. More staff,
more collaborators, more community volunteers working in the radio station and an increasing number of
students from within and outside Tanzania who seek to spend time with us and learn from our experiences.
More elaborate systems to ensure logistical, financial and administrative requirements meet our needs.
Given our growth, we are constantly aware of the need to maintain the spirit that drives us and to share our
purpose with all concerned. We seek ways to support individual staff effectively to become “role models” for
transformation. We are challenged to find ways to support the process of learning by giving individuals more
responsibility and creative space without compromising the quality of our overall work. And finally, we are
challenged to achieve financial sustainability to ensure continuation of the work in which we believe. We will
continue to face these challenges in the years to come and in embracing them they will help to shape the
development of our new strategic plan for 2014-2018.
Due to the nature of our learning approach we recognize that these issues will continue to challenge us
and in turn raise more questions. At UZIKWASA we feel privileged to be part of this dynamic process of
learning and seeking understanding. Acknowledging that social change also requires individual change, we
are grateful for the opportunity to work in Pangani District, the perfect environment for us to make a real and
lasting difference.
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UZIKWASA Human resources
Board of Directors in 2012
v

Dr. William Mwengee, Medical Doctor, Public Health Specialist WHO Tanzania (Chairperson)

v

Mary Rusimbi, Development Practitioner, Policy Analyst, Gender Budgeting Specialist (Vice Chairperson)

v

Dr. Frowin Nyoni, Fine and Performing Art and Communication expert, University Dodoma (member)

v

Dr. Calista Simbakalia, Medical Doctor, Public Health Specialist HealthScope, Tanzania (member)

v

Maggie Bangser , Development Specialist, Strategic Policy and Program Formulation, (member)

v

Richard Shilamba, Legal expert, Human Rights, CHESO, Tanzania (member)

v

Nyantito Machota, Community Economic Development Expert, Grant Manager Deloitte Consulting Limited (member)

The Team
Management
v

Dr. Vera Pieroth, Development practitioner, Public Health professional, Executive Director

v

Novatus Urassa, Community Economic Development Expert, Program manager HIV/AIDS, Gender and Transformative Leadership,

v

Abdullah Mfuruki, Sociologist, Program manager Communication and Partnership building

v

Ismail Mwishashi, Community development and radio broadcasting, Manager Pangani FM

Finance and Administration
v Hilda Marco, Finance manager
v Sayuna Makassy, Cashier
v Oscar Adios, Accountant
v Rehema Kilapilo, Administrator
Program
v

Joseph P. Mushi, Monitoring & Evaluation and Community Development, M&E officer

v

Nickson Lutenda, Community development, Community outreach coordinator

v

Emmanuel Mlule, Community development, Community outreach coordinator

v

Richard Katuma, Media, Theatre and Film, Radio editor

v

Salvatha Kalanga, Community development, Gender and Leadership coordinator

v

Mohamed Rajab, Radio producer and presenter

v

Saumu H. Sakala, Radio presenter

v

Pili Mlindwa, Radio presenter

v

Zainabu Yassin, Radio presenter

v

Zahoro Chomoka, Culture officer

Support Staff
v

Drivers: George Mchopa, Ibrahim Mollel and Shainel Temu

v

Security: Ali Bakari, Rajabu A. Salehe, Edwin Daudi and Rajabu Sengomba

v

House keeping: Mwanamkuu Hamisi, Rhoida Peter and Ramadhani Juma

Uzikwasa Volunteers
John Charles, Abdiharim A. Shukurani, Bakari A. Kiwingu, Aisha Msofe, Beatrice Kikula,Catherine Sekibaha, Mwaajabu Ally and Mariam Kassim.
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Financial Summary 2012
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UZIKWASA
P.O. Box 1 Pangani, Tanga - Tanzania
Tel: +255-27-2630303
+255-27-2630203
E-mail: info@uzikwasa.or.tz

